Self-Fly
Our Bell Jet Ranger, Robinson R44 and Robinson R22 helicopters are available from
our fleet for self-fly hire to pilots with a PPL(H) certificate. We'll be happy to give you
details of our competitive rates.

PERSONAL HELICOPTER
CHARTER SERVICE
Are you spending your precious
time and energy stuck in traffic
rather than stuck into business?
Do you need to be somewhere
yesterday? Travel in style and
luxury with Rise Helicopters!

The ultimate in fast and flexible travel
A personal service arranged around your schedule
Comfort and space in our Bell Jet Ranger helicopter
Rise above traffic delays and congestion
Rise Helicopters Limited, Hangar SE 34, Gloucestershire Airport, Staverton,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 6SR Tel: +44 (0) 1452 857083
fly@risehelicopters.co.uk www.risehelicopters.co.uk
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Surprisingly cost-efficient
Leave all associated travel arrangements to us

Luxury Travel Designed Around You

Despite its prestigious connotations, the cost of
chartering your own helicopter may be less
than you think. Fees are based on flight hours,
so the faster the aircraft, the more cost-efficient
your journey. With this in mind, the impressive
performance of the Bell Jet Ranger means that
you enjoy a Personal Charter Service that's
attractive not only in terms of speed, comfort
and efficiency but also price.

Rise Helicopters offers you a fast, flexible yet luxurious travel alternative with our
Personal Helicopter Charter Service. Located at Gloucestershire Airport, we're just
15 minutes flying time from Bristol, 20 minutes from Birmingham and Oxford and
60 minutes from Central London. We're therefore perfectly positioned to offer clients
throughout the South and West of England a reliable and totally flexible personal
charter service to any destination within the UK - 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year.
Travelling by helicopter
means you avoid the stress
and discomfort of traffic jams
or rail delays and reduce your
journey time dramatically.
Travel in style and comfort
and arrive at your destination
cool and unflustered: perfect
for business travel, corporate
entertaining, or that extraspecial family occasion. It's
also a truly memorable way
to travel to your favourite
sporting event.

Relax - and Leave All Your Booking Arrangements to Us
Our team will provide you with a professional service tailored to your specific
needs. If you wish, you need do nothing more than turn up and take off. We can
make all associated arrangements on your behalf, including the reservation of your
hotels, restaurant bookings, and the provision of chauffeur driven cars to provide
you with a seamless onward journey to your ultimate destination. Simply let us know
your requirements and we'll be delighted to handle it all for you.

Your Aircraft - High Capability for Lower Cost
You'll travel in one of our Bell Jet Ranger helicopters:
the leading aircraft in the personal helicopter
charter industry. Its spacious cabin offers luxurious
seating for up to four passengers: one in the front of
the aircraft alongside the pilot with three passengers
in the rear of the cabin. There's also a luggage bay
sufficient for light baggage and cases.

To give you an idea of times involved, with a
cruising speed of around 120 miles per hour
you can fly from our airport near Cheltenham
to Central London in 60 minutes. The maximum range of the aircraft at cruise speed
is approximately 430 miles, giving an endurance time of 3 hours 20 minutes.

Booking Your Personal Charter
At Rise we pride ourselves in providing
our clients with a personal, professional
service where their needs come first,
and we would be delighted to have the
opportunity to demonstrate our flexibility
to you. So no matter what your travel
requirements, please don't hesitate to
contact us and we'll do our very best to
help you. Call us on 01452 857083 or
email fly@risehelicopters.co.uk

